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Abstract—this composition will discuss about compilers, history of compilers. It briefly discusses about their 

working, different types of compilers and the need of compilers. The knowledge required to build compilers. It will tell 

about various compilers of different terminologies, application of compiler technology. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Compilers are fundamental to modern computing. They work as translators, transforming human oriented programming languages 
into computer oriented machine languages. A compiler allows programmers to ignore machine dependent details of scheduling. 
Compilers allows programs and scheduling skills to be machine independent. Compilers also aid in detecting programming 
errors(which are entirely too common). Compiler techniques also assist to improve computer security. For instance, the Java Byte 
code verifier ensures that java security rules are met. 

II. HISTORY OF COMPILERS 

Early development of compilers 

 

1940’s - Early stored program computers were programmed in machine language. Later assembly languages were developed 

where machine instructions and memory locations were given symbolic forms. 

1950’s - Early high level languages were developed like FORTRAN. Although more problem oriented than assembly 

languages, the first versions of FORTRAN still had many machine dependent features. Techniques and processes involved in 

compilation were not well- understood at this time and compiler writing was a huge task. 

1960’s and 1970’s - It has led to efficient algorithms for the recognition of the context free languages. These algorithms and 

associated software tools are central to compiler construction today. Similarly the theory of finite state machines and have 

proven useful for describing the lexical structure of programming languages. 

 

The theories and tools available today make compiler construction a manageable task, even for complex languages. For 

example your compiler assignment will only take a few weeks and will only be about 1000 lines of code. 

The term compiler was coined in the early 1950’s by grace Murray Hopper. Translation was viewed as the compilation of a 

sequence of machine language subprograms selected from a library. One of the first real compilers was the FORTRAN 

compiler in the late 1950s. It allowed a programmer to use a problem oriented source language. 

 

When the field of compiling began in the late 1950’s, its focus was limited to the translation of high level language programs 

into machine code and to the optimization of space and time requirements of programs.The field has since produced a vast 

body of knowledge about program analysis and transformation, automatic code generation and runtime services. Compilers, 

algorithms and techniques are now used to facilitate software and hardware development, improve application performance and 

detect and prevent software defects and malware. The compiler field is increasingly intertwined with other disciplines including 

computer architectures, programming languages, formal methods, software engineering, and computer security. Indeed the term 

compiler has associations in the computer science community that are too narrow to reflect the current scope of the research in 

the area. The growing complexities of machine and software, introduction to multicores, and concern over security are among 
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the more serious problems that must be addressed today. Here we describe the role compiler technology plays in addressing 

them. 

 

David Kuck, an Intel fellow, emphasized in a private communication the importance of compiler research for addressing the 

multicore challenge. 

He said that the challenge of optimal compilation lies in its combinatorial complexity. Languages expand as computer use 

reaches new application domains and new architectural features arise. Architectural complexity(uni and multicore) grows to 

support performance and computer optimization must bridge this widening gap. Compiler fundamentals are well understood 

now, but where to apply what optimization has become increasingly difficult over the past few decades. Compilers today are 

set to operate with a fixed strategy(such as on a single function in a particular data context) but have trouble shifting gears 

when different code is encountered in a global context(such as in any whole application). 

 

The most remarkable accomplishment by far of the compiler field is the widespread use of the high level languages. 

 

III. WORKING OF A COMPILER 

 
A compiler can be viewed in two parts 

a)  Source code Analyzer : It takes as input source code as sequence of characters, and interprets it as a structure of symbol 
(variables, values and operators etc.) 

b) Object code Generator : It takes the structural analysis from (a) and produces runnable code as output. 

The code analyzer typically has three stages:  

a) Lexical Analysis : accepts the source code as a string of characters and outputs the code as a sequence of tokens. 

b) Syntax Analysis : interprets the program tokens as a structured program. 

c) Semantic Analysis : checks that variables are instantiated before use.  

IV. CHALLENGES 

 

� There are now many programming languages like C++, Java, FORTRAN and many more. 

� Evolution of many programming paradigms like object-oriented, functional, logic etc. 

� Development in computer architectures, for example MIPS, SPARC, Intel, Alpha etc. 

� Development of different operating systems and environments. 

V. QUALITIES OF A COMPILER 

 
The qualities of a compiler in order of their importance 

 

� The compiler itself must be bug free. 

� It must generate correct machine code. 

� The generated machine code must run fast. 

� The compiler itself must run fast(compilation time must be proportional to program size). 

� The compiler must be portable. 

� The compiler must print good diagnostics and error messages. 

� The generated code must work well with the existing debuggers. 

� It must have consistent and predictable optimization. 
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VI. BUILDING A COMPILER 

 

Building a compiler requires knowledge of the following:  

 

� Programming languages, parameter passing variable scoping. Memory allocation etc. 

� Theory of computation, automata, context free languages etc. 

� Algorithms and data structures, hash tables, graph algorithms, dynamic programming etc. 

� Computer architecture, assembly programming. 

� Software Engineering. 

 

A compiler can be viewed as a program that accepts a source code (such as a Java program) and generates machine code for 

some computer architecture. Suppose you want to build compilers for n programming languages and you want these 

compilers to run on m different architectures. If you do that naively you need to write n*m compilers, one for each language 

architecture combination. 

 

A typical real world compiler usually has multiple phases. This increases the compilers portability and simplifies 

retargetting. The front end  consists of the following phases: 

 

a) Scanning : a scanner groups input characters into tokens. 

b) Parsing : a parser recognizes sequences of tokens according to some grammar and generates Abstract Syntax 

Trees. 

c) Semantic Analysis: performs type checking and translates ASTs into IRs .  

d) Optimization : optimize IRs. 

 

The backend consists of the following phases: 

a) Instruction Selection: maps IRs to assembly codes. 

b) Code Optimization: optimizes the assembly code using control flow and data flow analyses, register allocation, etc. 

c) Code emission: generates machine code from assembly code. 

 

The generated machine code is written in an object file. This file is not executable since it may refer to external symbols. The 

operating system provides the following utilities to execute the code. 

 

Linking 

A linker takes several object files and libraries as input and produce one executable object file. It retrieves from the input 

files the code pf all the referenced functions/procedures and it resolves all external references to real addresses. The libraries 

include the operating system libraries, the language specific libraries and also the user created libraries. 

 

Loading 

A loader loads the executable object file into memory, initializes the registers, heap, data, etc and starts the execution of the 

program. 
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In computer science bootstrapping is the process of writing a compiler in the target programming language which it is 

intended to compile. Applying this technique leads to self hosting compiler.  

 

Many compilers for many programming languages are bootstrapped, including compilers for BASIC,ALGOL,C, PASCAL, 

etc. 

 

NELIAC 

 

The Navy Electronics Laboratory International ALGOL Compiler or NELIAC was a dialect and compiler implementation of 

the ALGOL 58 programming language developed by the Naval Electronics Laboratory in 1958. 

 

NELIAC was the brainchild of Harry Huskey, then chairman of the ACM and a well known computer scientist, and 

supported by Maury Halstead, the head of the computational center at NEL. The earliest version was implemented on the 

prototype USQ-17 computer (count the countess) at the laboratory. It was the world’s first self compiling compiler. This 

means that the compiler was first coded in simplified form in assembly language, and then rewritten in its own language, 

compiled by this bootstrap compiler, and then recompiled by itself, making the bootstrap obsolete. 

 

LISP 

 

The first self hosting compiler was written for LISP by Tim Hart Mike Levin at MIT in 1962. They wrote a Lisp compiler in 

Lisp, testing it inside an existing Lisp interpreter. Once they had improved the compiler to the point where it could compile 

its own source code, it was self-hosting. 

The compiler as it exists on the standard compiler tape is a machine language program that was obtained by having the S-

expression definition of the compiler work on itself through the interpreter. (AI Memo 39) 

This technique is only possible when an interpreter already exists for the very same language that is to be compiled. It 

borrows directly from the notion of running a program on itself as input, which is also used in various proofs in theoretical 

computer science, such as the proof that the halting problem is undecidable. 

   

  

VII. BASIC EXAMPLE OF PARALLEL COMPUTING 

  

1-D Wave Equation 

 

In this example the amplitude along a uniform vibrating string is calculated after a specified amount of time has elapsed. 

The calculation involves  

 

� ‘i’ as the position index along the x axis 

� Node points imposed along the string 

� Update of the amplitude at discrete time steps 

� Wave equation 

� The amplitude on the y axis 

 

 

         
 

The equation to be solved is the one-dimensional wave equation: 

 
t)))1,A(i  t))A(i, * (2.0 - t)1,-(A(i * (c  1)-tA(i, - t))A(i, * (2.0  1)tA(i, +++=+

 

 

where c is a constant. 

 

Note that amplitude will depend on previous time-steps (t,t-1) and the neighboring points (i-1,i+1). 
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Data dependence will mean that a parallel solution will involve communications. 

 

 

Solution to the above equation using parallel computing 

 

Implement as the SPMD model 

 

The entire amplitude array is partitioned and distributed as sub arrays to all tasks. Each task owns a portion of the total 

array. 

 

Load balancing: all points require equal work, so the points should be divided equally. 

 

A block decomposition would have the work partitioned into the number of tasks as chunks, allowing each tasks to own 

mostly contiguous data points. 

 

Communication need only occurs on data borders. The large the block size the less the communication. 

 

We have equation partition 

 

  

CONCLUSION 

 

Thus by this paper we can conclude that parallel computing is the best option where we need faster processing and less time 

for computing various problems. It has proven to be the best invention for application areas like CAD, complex numerical 

problems, in designing of problems etc. So in the future also parallel computer has a wider scope of success in various areas 

and soon many new areas of application will be discovered as well. 
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